
"True excellence is not gifted, it is earned.
Knowledge is not a nebulous substance that
enters you via osmosis, you have to acquire it
and keep it, integrate it, make it yours. The
mind is not something that is, but something
that has to be actively formed.”

CONTACT:

+91 76203 64837

rex@shrexgroup.com



Rex Pereira serves as the Executive Chairman of Shrex Group and

Managing Partner of XGI. Being born in a business family, turning

imaginative ideas into successful companies is more than a hobby to

him. He is also an avid reader and a renaissance man, Rex seems to

possess at least a little knowledge about everything. From taking over

his Real Estate family business to forming and scaling companies he

has been able to connect the dots for many pieces on whichever board

he is playing on, which others have not been able to do, indicating a

strong strategic mindset, and an ability to think several steps ahead.

Before working on his companies, he studied Business from the London

School of Economics and Political Science and has worked as a

research analyst at Dolat Capital just to understand how and why

companies fail and succeed. He is also an art collector and takes

cavernous interests in technological developments. You won't see him

clobber around with financial reports, but his financial intuition and

ability to find loops for profit-making are unsurpassed.

Founder & Executive Chairman, Shrex Group

B. Sc. Business & Management, London School of Economics 



“If I can talk about one fixated principle I believe in then it is this:

Perspective is everything. That’s how I deal with everything in my life;

by having types of result-oriented mental models that constantly keep

on churning observational data around me to come up with answers

that solve and aid every situation. For most people, the spiritual quest

to find themselves and living through the daily trivialities of life are two

separate things but I tend to see and experience it differently. For me,

business has always been an instrument to find myself such that I am

made and remade continuously.

I tend to see our daily existence as an uncompleted scene of art or

cinema that can be scripted by us and our fate from time to time.

Taking a concept from an idea stage to a level where it starts impacting

and serving the world is my view is what modern creationism is all

about and I intend to do just that. My aim is to bring about a

renaissance in the world by using Business as an instrument. Planning

to develop institutions where research is based on the interconnection

between art, phenomenology, profoundly layered human

understanding and science.”

Serial Entrepreneur | Writer | Art Curator

I am constantly developing perspectives by exploring a large scope of
arbitrary subjects. However, most of my attention lies in:

Scaling Businesses

Urban Development &
Infrastructure

Noetic Sciences

Prospect Profiling

Studies of History &
Future

All things Artistic...



Founder & Executive Chairman

Shrex Group | 2016 - Present

Leading the Shrex Group with a vision to
spread happiness and empowerment
across the globe and make people feel
different.

Founder & Head, Business

Captheon | 2020 - Present

Captheon is an Investment Intelligence
Platform that uses AI to automate the
complete process from deal sourcing to
deal signing.

Director

Welcast Const. | 2017 - Present

Family Business into Construction &
Infrastructure with Commercial &
Residential Projects all across the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region.

Founding Director

Shrex Design | 2016 - Present

A global experience innovation firm
curating newfangled marketing,
advertising, and design experiences.

Chief Executive Officer

Albrecht Art House | 2020 -

Present

Albrecht Art House is a privately-owned
international auction house. Our core art
findings majorly consist of lesser-known
forms of art, creations by rare breeds of
artists and much more.

Director

CRNFLKE | 2020 - Present

A  virtual shopping & lifestyle platform
crafted for the youth of today for a quality
life.

Analyst

Dolat Capital | 2018 - 2019

I provided independent and objective
investment research. I collected and
analyzed financial information for stocks
within FMCG and Cemex sectors.

Data Analytics

KPMG | 2020

I took this experience seeking an
opportunity to further understand
companies using data analytics &
visualizations and ultimately devising a
dynamic approach to advising clients in a
digital-driven world.

Business & Product Advisor

Wythind | 2020 - Present

Wythind is a multisided platform that
aggregates global OTT entities and offers
discounted deals.

Digital Marketing Head

Maharashtra Youth Congress |

2020 - Present

Handling political campaigns for the
economic and social growth of the
community.

Volunteer Works

CO-Head Entrepreneurial

Division

Juhu Rotaract Club | 2019 - 2020

Member

DImensions Group | 2019 - Present

Managing Partner

XGI | 2020 - Present

Managing & Executing Private Equity
Investments in revolutionary businesses
and projects.



AWARDS

CERTIFICATIONS

Biomimicry: Using nature's best design ideas to help solve human design challenges.
Financing and Profitability | Wharton University
International Relations and World Politics | Grenoble Ecole de Management
Art Comes First: Exploring the Intersection of Identity and Style
Global Diplomacy | SOAS University
Introduction To 3D Printing 
Investment Foundation Programme | CFA Institute
Comprehensive Investing Strategies for Capital Markets | Bombay Stock Exchange
Comprehensive Investing Strategies for Mutual Funds | Bombay Stock Exchange 

Silver Medallist at Chess Competition
Awarded Merit Certificate for Homi Bhabha Exams
1st Dan Karate Black Belt with over 70+ Medals across the district, state, and national level and
participation in Funokoshi Gi chin World Cup

Author of Noetic Commerce

A business methodology invented by Shreyash Mishra & Rex Pereira
using a cross-dimensional approach inspired by the fundamentals
of psychology, philosophy, anthropology, and sociology in order of
profit maximization and individual success. Noetic Commerce
considers that all organizations are avail to a vast amount of data
for model formations and yet these models prove to be insufficient
for extraordinary results. Noetic Commerce proves to be an asset
that synthesizes data and modes of cognitive analogies in a way
that makes the organization a big success.

Other Inventions:
xQuad | XGI

Capty | Captheon

The Immortality Framework

Media


